How to Make a Referral
to Higher Ground
Higher Ground welcomes self-referrals.
Health, social and legal professionals wishing to
make a referral to Higher Ground should note
that our admission criteria require residents to be
over 18 years and over, have a primary diagnosis
of alcohol or other drug dependence, an interest
in 12 Step recovery and a drug-free status on
admission.
Referrals or self referrals can be made by
telephoning Ed Craig on 09-834 0042 for a preadmission assessment appointment on weekdays
between 8.30am and 4.00pm.
Assessments in detox facilities or hospital can be
arranged. Applicants who have outstanding legal
charges are considered on a case by case basis.
If required, Higher Ground can organise a medical
detox through referral to the Auckland Regional
Alcohol and Drug Services.

Making a Donation
Higher Ground is a registered Charitable Trust.
Donations over $5.00 are tax deductible and may
be sent direct to Higher Ground. Higher Ground
is dependent on charitable donations for the
continuation of its programme.
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AUF WIEDERSEHEN
For the past six months, Higher Ground has hosted
German social work intern Rebecca Guckau. She returns
to university in Wuerzburg to finish her degree with fond
memories of Higher Ground.
While most of her fellow students would complete their
internship in Germany, Rebecca’s thoughts turned to a
destination that would be furthest away from home – the
other side of the world and New Zealand.
“I love being here,” says the bubbly 23-year-old. “I
really enjoyed the time in Higher Ground. I was able to see
a lot of different institutions like Wings, the Drug Court,
Detox, and I went twice into the prison.
“It is never boring. It is really exciting to get to know all
the different types of people who live in Higher Ground for four months. It was really nice to be
in groups, do admissions, social and spiritual assessments, or just talk to the residents. I got to
know them really well and I enjoyed it.”
Rebecca has been happy flatting in Mt Wellington, and mother and brother were able to visit.
Rebecca was looking forward to five weeks travelling around New Zealand before returning to
Germany.
She has a year and a half more study to complete her bachelor’s degree in social work, and
was not decided if she would go on to post-graduate study or work in her fields of interest in
addiction or mental health.
One further benefit of her time at Higher Ground: “My English has got much better!”

GRATITUDE IN ACTION
Higher Ground gratefully acknowledges a generous donation from speaker and educator Liz
Jamieson and from the Substance Abuse Education Trust. Liz Jamieson recently retired after
23 years as executive director of the Substance Abuse Education Trust which provided drug
education in schools, Auckland Prison at Paremoremo and the wider community. The Trust’s
closing balance of funds was divided equally between Higher Ground Drug Rehabilitation Trust
and Wings Trust, where many Higher Ground graduates go on to live.
Liz’s book Still Standing – from debutante to detox tells the story of her own journey of
recovery. She has been an active supporter of Higher Ground for over 25 years and believes
strongly in the way Higher Ground immerses clients in the 12-Step programmes of Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous.
“I’ve had the privilege of being involved in the lives of many people who have come through
the Higher Ground programme. Two of the programme’s strong characteristics are that it is both
holistic and disciplined.
“I know people who work there personally, and have worked with them in other areas such
as the prisons, and can vouch for their integrity and their honesty. I’ve also had a family member
who participated in the programme so have seen first hand the changes that took place as a
result of time in Higher Ground’s treatment process.
“I believe that the Board and Higher Ground itself has a philosophy that is always openminded enough to look at any new developments and weigh up whether they want to apply them
to the programme. I never have any hesitation in recommending this facility to anyone who seeks
help in the area of addiction.”
Says Higher Ground chair Janet Colby: “We are grateful for the donation to Higher Ground
and for the affirmation of the work we do. These donations acknowledge the on-going support
which is necessary to safeguard especially early recovery.
“Liz has been more than generous with her energy and time for many years and she remains
a member of the wider Higher Ground community.”

We hope you have enjoyed this issue of the Higher Ground News. If you do not wish to remain on our mailing list, or are
incorrectly listed, please write to HGDRT, PO Box 45 192, Te Atatu Peninsula, Waitakere, 0610.
For further information about the Higher Ground rehabilitation programme phone Programme Director, Johnny Dow
09-834 0017 or fax 09-834 0018 email admin@highergound.org.nz www.higherground.org.nz
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Saved From The Downward
Spiral Of Meth Addiction
At 21, she managed to extricate herself from the criminal world of methamphetamine and her love
affair with the pipe. Now 26 and five years drug-free, this young Higher Ground graduate tells her
anonymous story.

“
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grew up knowing I was loved yet something inside me
struggled to feel I was enough, until I found recovery.
There was grief and suicide in my parents’ families and I
think that affected my upbringing and our family life. I come from
a big Irish Catholic extended family and both my parents were
affected by addiction in their backgrounds.
I have no doubt I was cherished with needs that were met. I
just remember confusion, feelings I can’t really put into words.
As a young girl I often felt that I was not OK, I had a sense of
unease and always felt on the outside of any group. I had two
close friends as a child, and when there were conflicts I was the
one who got left out. Often I would act out and rebel, want to
isolate, get in trouble at school or start attention-seeking.
I was sick a lot and no one could figure out what was wrong
with me. I think it was psychosomatic. Looking back I see I was
a sweet girl but a little lost.
here was a lot of fun and joy in my home life. I was blessed
with a family that could provide a lot of opportunities and
happiness. We went away a lot in summer staying at a
bach with tents on the lawn. My younger brother and I were
close, I had lots of cousins, there were family gatherings, big
birthday parties, always something happening.
Primary school was a struggle, especially friendships and
my behaviour. As an adolescent I had similar problems with
identity, self-esteem and body image in the mix. I remember
the devastating effect on me when I was 11, I’d just bought new
jeans, and one of my friends commented on my shape and said
I shouldn’t wear them. Around this time there was more grief in
my family and the situation was complicated and tragic.
I remember turning against my body, seeing it as something
I had power over. I thought if I could control my food (and body)
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I could get more attention. The food and body issues became
consuming. My parents never criticised the way I looked or
projected anything onto me. My mum was always fit and
healthy, and ate what she liked. But we are different body types.
hen I was 13, I got drunk with my friends and I didn’t
know when to stop. I only remember parts of that night
- running around and doing weird stuff and being a
really different person - and the shame I felt the next day.
In the group I was in everyone was drinking and drugging –
but I was the one who consistently went way too far and who
couldn’t face school the next day. I promised myself I wouldn’t
be that girl again only to repeat my behaviour. Yet alongside the
guilt there was a sense of freedom and possibility that I could be
carefree. I was no longer Miss Introverted, I was all the things I
wanted to be but to the extreme.
Binge drinking became part of life, and my discomfort only
intensified. Controlling, limiting, obsessing over and purging
food was my way to feel in control when the world seemed
overwhelming.
I took any opportunity I could to drink and smoke marijuana,
never seemed to have any control. I caused chaos and my
family bore the brunt – Dad constantly had to pick me up from
parties and then I’d attack him or abuse my mother. There were
consequences, but I would sneak out or push the boundaries
anyway.
battled with depression. I would get to a point of desperation
and be crying to my mum that I hated myself and that I
wouldn’t go to school. My parents were amazing and did the
best they could, going to great lengths in their desire to save their
daughter. Mum took me to counsellors, the doctor, psychologists,
eating disorder centres and a residential clinic. I was on anti-
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depressants from about 15 and stayed on them but manipulated the day. But I had just enough spirit left. One day I literally walked
my medication.
away from my life.
My family didn’t want me back, however I was allowed home
t least twice I attempted to kill myself by overdosing. The
first time I was about 16. I don’t think I really wanted to die I with strict conditions pre-treatment. I struggled and pushed the
boundaries, but unlike in the past I managed to be contained.
just didn’t know how to live.
With willingness and the gift of desperation I managed to make
My teens were hard years with multiple crisises, interventions,
trying new things and all-out using whatever I could to escape my it through the doors of Higher Ground. I was 21. At the time it felt
mind and body. Anything good that came into my life I somehow strange that I was so young, now I feel so blessed that I was, as it
saved my life. Looking back I am full of gratitude to this place.
managed to destroy - I’d get sick of something and give up, do
something else.
igher Ground really challenged me. I saw things about
I managed to pass exams, but at sixteen I left school and found
myself I had never seen before – such as my manipulation,
a career path I loved where my creativity and spirit were alive. I
my wilfullness. I heard a lot of things I didn’t want to hear. I
was doing really well, but then I sabotaged it by going out drinking, could no longer avoid people. It was good learning to trust again. I
or lying in bed depressed and just not turning up for class.
still pushed - I was on warnings a lot.
Any opportunity I had to use drugs I would, and drinking during
My parents came every week to Family Group, and to visit,
the day became the norm. Getting out of it was my priority and like as did other family members. My parents, brother and I all had
everything else my course drifted away.
counselling together and wrote letters to each other and that was
During my course was when my love affair with the pipe really important. I still treasure those letters.
begun. I knew about P and the damage it did, but when the
Leaving treatment was not how I planned. But then I have not
opportunity was there I took it. I was 17.
always done what has been suggested. At
By the time I found methamphetamines. I
the time I didn’t have much gratitute but I
didn’t have many old friends left and new
can see Higher Ground is where I started
friendships were all about using.
to look at myself, to learn self-esteem and
about recovery. There is so much from
y addiction spiralled fast. I never
“I began to see that I
Higher Ground that I hold on to.
quite got back the feeling of the
could have a life. I had
Higher Ground connected me to the
first night when I thought it was so
fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous, and
amazing and I had so much confidence.
hope that I did not have
no matter what, I have stayed close to NA
Finding ways and means to get more drugs
to be defined by my past
through my sponsor, meetings, service and
ruled my life and I found myself at the
working the 12 Steps into every aspect of
source pretty fast.
and I started to make
my life.
I became immersed in a world far from
sense of myself and
I began to see that I could have a life.
that I grew up in. At the time I thought this
I had hope that I did not have to be defined
life was exciting and powerful. I was way out
to see that I was not
by my past and I started to make sense of
of my depth yet couldn’t see it.
inherently wrong.”
myself and to see that I was not inherently
Mum had always been staunch about
wrong. There has been deep healing within
keeping in touch, but my family lost their
me and my family and five years down the
influence over me, didn’t want to know me
track this continues.
either and no longer allowed me home.
I am not lost today, I have been found,
I was entrenched in the world of gangs,
crime, drugs and mayhem. But even when the fantasy started my spirit and my soul are connected and there is a sense of
to crack I believed it was the life I deserved. I had moments of acceptance within me and I’ve found a world that I never dreamed
desperation when the realisation of what my life had become possible.
I have become a woman of integrity, worth and strength. I
sank in, but then the next cook would happen and I was straight
back. There was no integrity, I did what I had to do to survive and believe in myself today and know as long as I continue to work my
programme my life will only continue to flourish.
maintain my habit.
y family suffered and were resigned to the fact that the
ife isn’t always easy. I am far from perfect and today I accept
girl they held so much hope for was out of their reach. At
and embrace that. I do my part, take responsibility and live
19, I ended up committed to a psych ward for 10 weeks
in faith not fear. Gratitude, humility and acceptance help me.
with drug and trauma-induced psychosis, only to emerge addicted
All the good I have today is down to being clean and the
to benzodiazepines and straight back to the pipe.
choices I make to maintain this. I lost myself in a world where I
I carried on for two more years getting sicker. I could see the never stood a chance, I feel blessed to have made it through when
affect I was having on my family and knew I was running out of I know I could so easily have slipped away.
options. I knew where this life would lead.
I am grateful for Higher Ground, Narcotics Anonymous, the love
Whilst attempting to get out of the drug world there were
surrounding me that was always there, and the love that has come
appointments, missed appointments, phone calls trying to get into as a result of choosing this path. Today I live in the light and I am
treatment. I was barely functioning and merely getting through a truly grateful recovering addict.
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TAI-CHI – A PATH OF
LEAST RESISTANCE
For nearly 17 years, Stacy Shramana has been crossing
Auckland to lead the Higher Ground residents’ tai-chi class. He
was a volunteer for the first year, but since then Stacy’s been on
staff
Initially he travelled from Pakuranga to Higher Ground
in Parnell, and now he crosses town all the way to Te Atatu
Peninsula. “I felt that I was contributing something here that was
an important part of their lives, and that it was working.
“Residents here are going through change and it’s very
satisfying seeing that. I see clients I have taught now coming back
on staff.”
Tai-chi is an ancient Chinese martial art practice combining
movement, breathing and awareness. Practice brings health
benefits by relieving stress, as well as creating calmness
necessary for meditation and uplifting the spirit.
“Initially new clients might not think tai-chi is for them. But
they’re taught here that their thinking got them to where they’ve
been and at Higher Ground they learn to be open to other things.
Higher Ground tai-chi class allows them to experience something
new, something enjoyable and beneficial.”
Residents start to look forward to the class as an enjoyable
event in the intense therapeutic week. Tai-chi helps them to be
present in the moment – an important principle of recovery from
addiction.
“They’re breathing, relaxing, loosening up, not having to think
about anything else. ‘Me and my problems’ may be left behind.
People are stretching, looking down at the grass, up at the sky, the
clouds overhead, the big universe. We don’t do that enough.”
Prior to graduating, some clients ask after tai-chi contacts
elsewhere in the city or country. Busy with life, family and
recovery, other clients may not continue with tai-chi, Stacy says,
but tai-chi may have helped them find what else they want to do.
Stacy has been a tai-chi practitioner and instructor for 30
years. He himself learns from Jin-Cai Cui, tai-chi master and
retired professor of traditional Chinese medicine from Tianjin
Medical University and Hospital in North China. Stacy has
simplified the standard teaching pattern for Higher Ground. “For
residents to have a tai-chi learning pressure on top of whatever
else was happening in treatment was way beyond what was
possible to achieve.”
He selects the most popular and approachable movement sets,
and also shows clients different aspects of the ancient art – fan,
stick, sword, sabre forms plus fast self-defence tai chi called paochui.
Tai-chi developed as a self-defense system which avoided
using force. Eight hundred years ago, founder Chang San-Feng

Weather permitting, tai-chi class is held outdoors. Up to 30 residents go
through sets of slow, graceful movements on the lawn or below a shady tree.

taught students to deflect incoming force, meeting it with soft
strength.
The practice of tai-chi as a physical meditation complements
the overall Higher Ground treatment philosophy. And Stacy keeps
coming back because not only does he enjoy the teaching and
sharing, he also likes the environment and spirit of Higher Ground.
“There’s an openness. It’s a loving place where your
contribution is valued and I can give that back to the people I teach
and show them that it’s great to see them there. I might be seeing
them for the second or third time but coming back is part of the
process of what happens in recovery.”

